
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Challenge 
Questions 

LANG: How does 
the writer 

structure the text 
to interest you as 

a reader? 
LIT: How does the 
writer present … 
in the extract and 

the text as a 
whole? 

LANG: 
R2 R3 R4 R5 

 
 
 
 
 

LANG & LIT: 
E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E11* E12* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LIT: 
L11 L12 L13 L14* 

 

 

 

Common Spelling Errors in English @SPA 
Author   Writer   Because   Beginning   There / 
their    Tension   Particular   Especially   Believe   
Sympathy   Repetition   Opposite   Exclamation 
mark   Emphasise   Empathise   Sentence 

 

YR: 8         SoL:     Characterisation Through Structure                              English Knowledge Organiser @SPA 
Key concepts in this module: 
  

1. Supernatural  
2. Tragic Hero  
3. Fate and Freewill 
4. Redemption  
5. Time  
6. Traditions 
7. Nature  
8. Identity / Culture.  

 
 
 

Skills Coverage 

LIT:  
L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9 

L10* 
 
 
 
 
 

Methods in short… 
Simple chronology, framed narratives, use of flashbacks, cyclical 
structure, shifts in time and place, use of multiple narrators, 
foreshadowing, analeptic (flashback)/proleptic (flash forward) narrative, 
stream of consciousness 

• episodic novel, epistolary structure, autobiographical or diary form 

• changing narrators/perspective/tense 

• how authors privilege certain events by their position in the narrative 

• the privileged position of beginnings and endings in terms of narrative 
structure and their importance in introducing and concluding key aspects 
of setting, character, themes and context 

• development of an incident, an idea or the story, suspense, tension 

• contrast, twist, change, shift in tone, climax, anti-climax, using a 
specific method to introduce an idea/setting/character 
Micro structure: sentence structures 
(short/compound/clauses)/patterns 
(repetition/listing/dash/anaphora/semantic field) 
 
 
 

More detail on 

the back… 

Modal verbs + HAVE (not of) 
7 main modal verbs: 
Must        Would 
Might       Should   Will  
May          Could  
 
 
 

Literacy Recaps 
 
 
 
 

*Write about how the writer takes the reader on 

a ‘journey’ with a particular character.* 
Full mark answer: 

The writer has structured the text such that it has two distinct halves; 

the first half is the exposition and the second is the period of rising 

action. The two halves juxtapose each other as in the exposition there 

is very little action and there is a passive and subdued atmosphere as 

we meet the characters in the mundane and claustrophobic van that, 

‘fussed and rattled.’ There is then a sudden transition where the 

previously ‘silent’ and apprehensive family become active and start to 

interact it is revealed that the character Hartop verges on abusive.  

The sudden transition is punctuated by speech in line 22 which is the 

first time it is used and it progresses into dialogue. The sudden 

transition leaves the reader shocked and curious to discover more 

about the strange family they have just met.  

There is a shift in focus from Hartop at the start of the text to Alice at 

the latter half of the text which intrigues the reader as it places the 

two characters at peak importance I the reader’s mind. Moreover, it 

develops these two characters and how they are the antithesis of 

each other with Hartop being authoritarian and Alice being 

submissive. This makes the reader wonder how they will progress, 

especially as the text ends on a cliff-hanger of uncertainty and 

tension. Moreover, the focal shift merely breezes past the third 

character of the trio, wh is only named, ’the woman’. The lack of the 

nameless woman’s development builds suspense and interest for the 

reader as to how the family works together with such an unknown as 

part of the dynamic.  

Curriculum Intent: Why are we 
studying this? 

1.Knowledge of universal themes & 
ideas 
2.Increase our own self awareness 
3.Recognise our own difficulties in 
literature 
4.Recognise that personal strength can 
overcome difficulties 
5.Be successful at writing about 
structure which isn’t often done well in 
exams 
Confidence & resilience in writing 
Freytag’s Pyramid. How is a text 
structured?  
 
 

Tier 2 Vocabulary* 
Adjacent Assemble Encounter Invoke 
Compile Forthcoming Clarify Classify  
Method Scenario Deduce Contribute 
Illustrate React Hypothesis  
 
 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Methods Text Level 

Order of events Beg/mid/end – 1st ½ /2nd ½  Writers make choices in how they structure their writing. 

Change in focus Narrator moves our attention Writers choose what they want us to concentrate on. 

*Foregrounding  Making something stand out Used to show how important something/someone is/will be. 

1st/2nd/3rd person Perspective of narrator 1st ‘I’ personal / narrow perspective 2nd ‘You’ (usually non-fiction 3rd ‘She’ the 
reader has knowledge of all events & characters / wide perspective 

Change in 
perspective 

Changing between characters 
/ character to narrator  

Creates dramatic irony – reader learns things the characters don’t  

Chronological Writing is in time order Creates a sense of familiarity for the reader. It’s what we’re used to.  

Non-
chronological 

Writing is not in time order Helps to increase tension as it is unfamiliar / unpredictable. 

Flashback Story goes back to past events Reveals information about characters, events. Reveals past emotions.  

Flash-forward Story goes into the future Helps to piece key pieces of information together.  

Foreshadowing A hint of something to come Creates anticipation, tension, excitement, drama.  

*Cyclical 
narrative 

Ending similar to beginning Provides a sense of relief, closure. Enables reader to make sense of the text 
as a whole. 

Ambiguous 
ending 

Ending is unclear, unresolved Keeps the reader interested, questioning after the narrative is finished. 

*Dual narrative Two storylines  Shows parallels or differences in characters, perspectives, times… 

Contrast Noticeable differences Helps the reader to see the attributes of each object, character, setting … 

Juxtaposition Opposite ideas, events… Helps the reader understand difference / also invites comparison 

*Motif Recurring idea, object, 
colour… 

Traceable patterns highlight what is most important in the text. 

Short paragraph 1 to 3 lines / sentences This makes information stand out as important. Shift in mood, focus… 

Zoom-in Detailed description on 
something specific 

Highlights the importance of a character, emotion, object, event. May slow 
time. 

Zoom-out Focus on setting, wider ideas Introduces setting. Provides social commentary on the context. 

Methods Sentence& Word Level 

Repetition  Word repeated  Emphasises important ideas 

Anaphora Repeated phrase  Adds rhythm. Stirs up emotions in reader; inspires, challenges, convinces. 

*Anadiplosis Word near the end of a cause/sentence 
repeated at the start of next one 

As above. ‘Work to live don’t live to work.’ ‘What I want is freedom. Freedom 
to live.’ 

Dialogue Speech, conversation Get to know the character. Reveals emotions, plot shifts. Creates realism.  

*Parallelism  Similarities in construction of sentences Creates rhythm and order & an authoritative, knowledgeable voice which 
should be listened to. ‘It was the best of time, it was the worst of times.’ 

Single word 
sentence 

One word in a sentence Creates a dramatic impact.  

*Monosyllabic 
sentence 

One syllable in a sentence  Gives power to the narrator. ‘Do not go there.’ ‘Let there be light.’  

*Asyndeton Omission of connectives Creates speed 7 rhythm, increasing tension & suspense.  

*Polysyndeton  Repetition of connectives Emphasises the large amount of something / makes narrator sound child-like 

How to write about it… 
The extract begins with… 

At the beginning, the 
writer… 

The writer changes the 
focus… 

The focus is changed to… 

As the extract develops… 

At the end of the text… 

The ending links with the 
opening sentence… 

The ending reminds the 
reader… 

The writer also uses… 

The use of 
dialogue/repetition/ 
punctuation/zooming in, 
etc…. 

Write about the 
writer with 
academic verbs. 
The writer… 
shows  
conveys 
portrays 
implies  
communicates  
insinuates  
creates  
highlights  
displays  
alludes 
hints  
expresses 

Write about the 
reader… 
 
The reader: 
ask themselves  
wonders  
questions  
agrees 
sympathises  
assumes  
remembers  
believes 
BECAUSE…AND…SO… 
 
This makes the 
reader feel… 
shocked 
amused  
disgusted  
outraged  
confused  
puzzled  
sadness 
melancholy  
frustration 

fury 
BECAUSE…AND…SO… 

Wherever you see 

* on an English 

knowledge 
organiser it means 
this is a stretch & 

challenge 
element. 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

+ Deepen Your Knowledge & Understanding  

Revise and Test Your Knowledge Extended Writing Opportunities  1. Rewrite your own exposition.  
2. Rewrite your own inciting incident. 
3. Rewrite your own rising action. 
4. Rewrite your own climax. 
5. Rewrite your own falling action.  
6. Rewrite your own resolution.  
7. Rewrite your own denouement.  

 

Youtubers:  
Mr Bruff, Miss Cole, Stacey Reay, Mr Salles, Mrs 
Wheelan, Dr Aiden.  
 
Websites: 
 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ty1A7N_typc 
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z4c28xs/revisi
on/3 
 
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s?k=Freytag%27s+Techniq
ue+of+the+Drama%3A+An+Exposition+of+Dramatic+C
omposition+and+Art&crid 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ImI3lFPxJoY 
 
https://thewritepractice.com/freytags-pyramid/ 

Wider Reading and Viewing  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ty1A7N_typc
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z4c28xs/revision/3
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z4c28xs/revision/3
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s?k=Freytag%27s+Technique+of+the+Drama%3A+An+Exposition+of+Dramatic+Composition+and+Art&crid=2E77J9THBKWUR&sprefix=freytag+s+technique+of+the+drama+an+exposition+of+dramatic+composition+and+art%2Caps%2C94&ref=nb_sb_noss
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s?k=Freytag%27s+Technique+of+the+Drama%3A+An+Exposition+of+Dramatic+Composition+and+Art&crid=2E77J9THBKWUR&sprefix=freytag+s+technique+of+the+drama+an+exposition+of+dramatic+composition+and+art%2Caps%2C94&ref=nb_sb_noss
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s?k=Freytag%27s+Technique+of+the+Drama%3A+An+Exposition+of+Dramatic+Composition+and+Art&crid=2E77J9THBKWUR&sprefix=freytag+s+technique+of+the+drama+an+exposition+of+dramatic+composition+and+art%2Caps%2C94&ref=nb_sb_noss
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ImI3lFPxJoY
https://thewritepractice.com/freytags-pyramid/

